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Inclusive Growth: Overview  



Inclusive Growth: What Is It and Why 
Care? 



Growth Matters If It’s Inclusive and 
Sustainable 
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• Inclusive = Broad-based, i.e. life 
improvement for all income 
groups 

 

• Sustainable = Current path of 
welfare/ consumption can be 
sustained in the future 

 

• … And the two are related: 
– Unsustainable growth is not really inclusive 

– Non broad-based growth is hardly sustainable 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Per Capita Average Income Matters, But 
There Are Many More Dimensions 
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o Multiple dimensions: 
o Poverty, income inequality 
o Health, education 
o Gender, ethnic equality 
o Safety and trust 
o Environment, eco-services 
o Regional disparities 

 

o Generally, positive 
correlation with av. income 

o But far from perfect 
o Poverty and inequality 
related to most other issues 

 

Source: UN HDI – Human Development Index 

Percentiles in World’s Distribution, 
2017 



Poverty Went Down In Last Decades, But 
Remains Acute Problem 
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Within Countries Inequality Is Mostly Increasing 
(or Persistent) 



2013 Pew Research Center Survey 

 
This Trend Is Concerning For Many People… 



It’s Less About Sharing And More About 
Participation 

• Redistribution (equality of 
outcome) is important up to 
some point 
– And in some case necessary (f.e. 

to end extreme poverty) 

• But more important part is 
equality of opportunity: 
– Opportunity to engage in productive 

economic activity (employment, 
entrepreneurship)… 

– And to receive necessary inputs: 
education, health care, financing… 

Pew Research Center Survey, 2013 



Mild inequality 
Sign of meritocracy: 

Factors paid their MP 
Growth ↑ 

Inequality,  

poverty 

Poverty traps, 

underutilitzation of L 

Growth ↓ 

Inefficient institutions, 

policies 

Crime ↑, health 

outcomes  ↓ 

Large Inequality and Poverty Can Have Heavy 
Toll on Growth 
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Trust ↓,  

collective action ↓, 

social conflict! 



Inefficient Institutions: a Vicious Circle of Grand 
Corruption and Inequality 
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Often Resulting in Dissatisfaction with 
Government, and Severe Social Conflict 
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• People care a lot about how the pie is cooked 
and shared! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Policies for Inclusive Growth 



Policies for Inclusive Growth: Growth Is 
Prerequisite! 
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– Maintain macroeconomic stability 

– Create incentives to invest and innovate: 
• Rule of law, property rights protection, anti-corruption efforts 

• Liberalization and prudent regulation of financial sector 

– Foster economic openness  

– Promote competition, market allocation: 
• Free entry and exit; flexibility of labor, and product markets 

– Build capacity and wealth 
• Invest in education, health, preserve environment, manage natural 

resources sustainably 

 

 



Growth Seems to Help with Poverty, but not 
Necessarily with Inequality 

Inequality can 
rise even as 

large number 
of people are 
being pulled 

out of 

poverty! 

Source: IMF. “From Ambition to Execution: Policies in Support of Sustainable 
Development Goals,” September 2015 
 



Inequality Hinders Creation of Opportunity, and 
Hence Smaller Feedback from Growth to Poverty 

Miles Corak (2013), "Inequality from Generation to Generation: The United States in Comparison," in Robert 
Rycroft (editor), The Economics of Inequality, Poverty, and Discrimination in the 21st Century, ABC-CLIO 

Great Gatsby Curve 



Growth Affects Inequality Through Various 
Channels and in Various Directions 

• Traditional theory: the Kutznets Curve 
– But do trends since 1980s really fit the predictions of Kuznets? 

– The view that capitalism settles down to fairly equal distribution 
has been shattered 

• More recent theories: relationship depends on sources of 
growth. Some likely increase inequality: 
– Skill-biased technological change 

– Increasing share of capital in total income 

– Trade (esp. in AEs) and financial globalization 

• Some likely decrease: 
– E.g. government policies to eliminate economic rents: increase 

competition, decrease corruption 

 



Globalization and Inequality 

• Trade, capital flows are beneficial for growth on average, 
but create “losers” and “winners” 

 

 

 

 



Deliberate Effort to Make Growth Inclusive: Key 
policies 

 Mitigating costs of globalization while reaping its 
benefits 

 Fiscal policy: the main instrument 

 Labor market regulations… 

 Policies to improve governance 

 Financial inclusion, closing gender gaps 

 Addressing climate change 

 

… Some policies move growth and inclusiveness in the 
same direction; some involve trade-offs… 
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How to Make Globalization Inclusive? 
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 In theory: transfer from “winners” to “losers” 

 Win-win as globalization is good on average 

 In practice: how to design the transfer, how large 
should it be? Who are winners and losers? 

 Policy experience: 

 Open up gradually to allow time to adapt 

 Active labor market policies, job training for 
unemployed 

 Education, infrastructure to increase propensity to 
adapt 

 Social transfers to temporarily support adaptation  

 

 

 

 



Fiscal policy: Powerful Instrument to Reduce 
Inequality 

20 Source: IMF Fiscal Monitor’2017 



Revenue Side Involves Trade-offs 
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• On the revenue side of FP, income inequality often 
offsets efficiency 
– Income taxes are progressive but inefficient; VAT and property taxes 

are more efficient but likely increase inequality 

 

• To improve both efficiency and equality: 
– Eliminate non means-tested tax expenditures, rely on broad set of 

taxes and bases 

– Correct market externalities 

– Introduce measures to fight tax evasion and avoidance 

– Simplify tax code and compliance process 

– Tax rents 

 

 



More Space for Action at Expenditure Side 
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• Efficient public investment 

•  Boost returns on private investment 
Physical capital 

• Spending on health and education Human capital 

• Decisions to participate in the labor 
market for specific groups (e.g. women) 

Labor supply 

• Spending on R&D, product and 
organizational innovations.  

Total factor 
productivity 

• Universal subsidies likely both inefficient 
and regressive 

• Substitute with means-tested transfers 
Subsidies? 
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Example: Energy Subsidies Disproportionately Benefit 
the Rich 

 

• While the distribution of 

subsidies varies across 

energy products… 

• …they generally benefit 

disproportionately upper-

income groups. 

• Nevertheless, a fuel subsidy 

reform strategy needs to 

consider mitigating 

measures on the poor. 

 

 

 
 

 

 



Labor Market Regulations: Fine Balance Between 

Efficiency and Inclusiveness 

Micro Flexibility  

(to reallocate resources 
and boost productivity) 

Unemployment 
Insurance (UI) 

Employment  

Protection 

Legislation (EPL) 

Macro Flexibility 

 (to adjust to macro 
shocks) 

Minimum Wage 

Tax wedge 

Collective 
Bargaining 

Source: Blanchard et al, 2013, IMF SDN 



Different Approaches to Regulate Labor 

Markets 

“Anglo-Saxon” model (e.g., US, UK):  
• low unemployment insurance (UI), low employment protection (EPL), 

but gives workers some minimum protection → low U, short U 

duration; higher inequality (?) 

 

“Nordic” model:  

• high but conditional UI, with active policies (e.g. training) to get 

unemployed workers back into employment; moderate to high EPL  

→ conceptually ambiguous impact on U level & duration, but in 

practice both often higher; lower inequality (?) 

• `Flexicurity’ model in Denmark: low U, low inequality, but fiscally 

expensive (?) 
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Improving Governance: Build Institutions and 

Remove “Special Interest” (Corruption) 

• Reduce opportunities:  
– structural reform, automation, rules and procedures 

• Reduce probability: 
–  adequate public salaries + capacity building, informing policy (data!), 

transparency, effective AML frameworks, anti-corruption bodies 
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Providing Adequate Financial Inclusion 

• Focus on addressing market and government inefficiencies 
– Direct government interventions tend to be politicized and can 

undermine financial stability 

– Structural reform: less financial “repression”, but prudent regulation of 
excessive risk-taking 

• Legal and regulatory frameworks are extremely important 
– Contract enforcement, protecting property 

• Macroeconomic stability; competition in banking sector 

• Provide information – credit bureaus, collateral registries, 
ownership of banks 

• Promote new technologies: P2P, mobile banking, microcredit 
– Subject to maintaining financial stability! 

• Financial literacy!  

 
 

 



Conclusion 

• The goal: sustainable and inclusive economic growth 

 

• Inclusive = tackling poverty and inequality 
– Growth is a necessary precondition 

 

• While some inequality is ok, too much of it hurts: 
– Underutilization of talent; inefficient institutions 

 

• Government strategy: balancing growth with inclusion 
– Pro-growth policies: macroeconomic stability + structural reform + 

openness + investment in education, infrastructure 

– Addressing trade-offs: in fiscal policy, labor markets, globalization 

– Focus on financial inclusion, closing gender gaps, addr. climate change  

– Combined with anti-corruption reform 



Appendix 
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Climate change: Mitigation and Building 

Resilience 

• Huge expected impact over next century + uncertainty…  
– Falls more on poor 

• Mitigation: 
– Carbon taxes, “green” subsidies, reforestation 

• Building resilience and adaptation: 
 

 

Source: IMF WEO’2017 
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Doing Away with Gender Gaps 

• Economic support and incentives to change behaviors and 
discriminatory attitudes 
– More neutral taxation of first and second earner 

– Part time work opportunities 

– Develop and subsidize child care infrastructure,  

– “Take it or lose it” leave of father 

• Community awareness initiatives – change social norms and 
practices 
– Including gender wage gap analysis at firm level 

• Reform formal and informal legal frameworks to provide 
equality for men and women 
– Including access to education and health services; protection from 

violence 

 

 


